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Cycle Ban Draws Split Decision

The University's decision to classify motorcycles in the same category as cars has led to everything from dis­content to mass speculation on second-hand prices of the numberless cycles.

The general feeling of a group of students interviewed by the Daily Egyptian seems to be split about 50-50 over whether the decision was justified.

Here is some of their reactions:

Jack Buchanan, a sophomore from Chicago who is majoring in mechanical engineering and that he can easily see the purposes of the restrictions and the decision was fair," said Gary Amberg, a junior from Marmo who is majoring in psychology, "because the conduct of those who have cycles warranted it. A number of them drove them without responsibility."

Lana Verdun, Cobden's a sophomore, majoring in physics, said, "I don't see how the University could ban cycles because they are the students' private property. I do see how the University could ban them from the campus, such as from the University housing areas, but not off-campus housing."

Swede Sociologist To Teach at SIU

One of Europe's most prominent social scientists will serve as visiting professor of sociology at SIU during the winter quarter.

He is Günter Boalt, dean of the social science faculty at the University of Stockholm, and the author of about 50 books in various areas of sociological study. Boalt is former dean of the Stockholm School of Social Science and Park Administration and currently is chairman of Sweden's Central Union for Social Science.

He also is a member of the Scandinavian Board for Alcohol Research, adviser in sociology in the Swedish Royal Medical Board and editor of the Stockholm Studies of Sociology.

Study Finds 65% of Freshmen Finish Four Years of College

If you are a freshman, what do you think your chances are of graduating from SIU by 1970?

A survey of the 196 fresh­man class at colleges and universities across the county found that 65 per cent of the class did not receive degrees and 54 per cent required bachelor's degrees.

The report did not account for the remainder of the class not included in the percentage figures.

State Preparing Legislation To Counter Cycle Accidents

Panel Drafting 8-Point Proposal

By Ed Rapetti

Legislation designed to curb the frequency of injuries and fatalities involving motorcyclists is now pending in Springfield.

As of June 30, 1967, the number of registered motor­cycles reached 95,456 compared to 36,626 registered to the same date in 1965. This is an increase of over 60 per cent in the motorcycle population.

Last year, 2,685 accidents involving motorcycles were reported with 66 fatalities in that total.

Figures for January through April of 1966 indicate 513 re­ported fatalities involving 16 fatalities.

Gus Bode

Gus says final exams are all right: the trouble is with those who make them up.
UNICEF Cards Received For Distribution in Area

A large shipment of UNICEF greeting cards and note paper has been received by the Southern Illinois chapter of the United Nations Association of the United States.

The chapter president, Ronald Heasley, professor of forestry, said early buyers may buy the cards and paper at the office of the Student Christian Foundation, 915 S. Illinois Ave., any week day. He also said that UNICEF illustrated calendars are also available.

UNICEF was created to aid the millions of hungry and destitute children of postwar Europe. In 1953 the agency was expanded and now includes programs to help many countries in the fields of education, youth vocational training and community services. Receipts from sale of the cards are used for these programs.

The cards are designed by a group of internationally famous artists including Suzanne L. Thomas and Ezra Jack Keats of the United States. Former SIU Teacher Dies in Pennsylvania

Richard L. Beyer, former chairman of the SIU Department of History, died Sunday at Erie, Pa. He had been ill for several months.

Beyer came to SIU in 1929 where he served as chairman 1933-1953. He moved to Erie in 1945 and served as chairman of the history department at Cannon College.

Beyer was survived by his wife, Pauline; a son Andrew J., who recently graduated from Harvard University; and a brother, Walter Beyer of Erie, Pa.

Beyer was active in Carbondale civic affairs.
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ALARMING WEATHER

Scattered showers and thunderstorms today with the high in the mid to upper 80's. The record for this date is 104° set in 1926, and the record low of 49° was set in 1922, according to the SIU Climatology Laboratory.
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A CAMPUS POLICEMAN CHECKS A CYCLIST'S LICENSE

A campus policeman checks a cyclist's license.

Fun, But Deadly

California Is Also Plagued With Cycles; Registrations and Traffic Accidents Boom

If you have an Illinois license to drive a car, you are eligible to operate a motorcycle, motor scooter or motorcycle.

But if you have only a license to drive a motorcycle, you are not licensed to drive an auto.

A spokesman at the state driver's license testing station in Murphysboro said a number of "motorcycle only" licenses are issued, particularly to teenagers.

After they have taken the standard written test, a license examiner puts the cycle operator through his paces at the station to determine if he is qualified, it was explained. Of course, the examiner is unable to test them on a road test like they do auto drivers.

"The license restricts them to drive a motorcycle only," the spokesman said.

A similar arrangement is used by the state of California.

California is also plagued by cycles. Registrations and traffic accidents in California have increased over the past 12 years.

The number of motorcycles in California has risen from 76,000 in 1960 to 265,000 in 1965, mostly due to the new popularity (and price) of the lightweight models, many of them from Japan.

Along with the increase in motorcycles there has been a parallel increase in motorcycle accidents, the California Highway Patrol reported. In 1960, there were 3,269, and injury accidents and by 1965 the figure had jumped to 11,554. The patrol said the rate of involvement of motorcycles in accidents has increased twice as that of all motor vehicles registered in California.

This is what Bradford Crittenden, commissioner of the California Highway Patrol, recently said about motorcycles, motorcycle drivers and motorcycle accidents:

"A motorcycle has the greatest appeal to our young people, many of them the least skilled of any of our California Drivers. It is not surprising that 30 per cent of the 2,617 fatal accidents and 44 percent of the 11,291 injury accidents last year were in the 15-19 age group.

"Injuries are usually more severe in motorcycle accidents because the operator has less protection than an auto driver and is usually thrown from his motorcycle during an accident.

"Riders must realize that a motorcycle is not a car and cannot be driven like one. Even our officers are not assigned to motorcycle duty until they have demonstrated they possess the required skills.

"California department officials do not like to predict what the Legislature will do, but it is expected the patrol and division will push for new laws in the 1967 session which will require still stiffer tests for persons driving motorcycles.

Senate Opposes Ruling on Cycles

(Continued from Page 1)

Still another student said he would continue to use his cycle, legal or not.

The major objections to cycles, according to questionnaire results, were noise, danger to pedestrians and traffic nuisance.

Betty Mueller, a student government secretary, said approximately 100 questionnaires have not been tabulated, and more should come in within the next week.

Today's Weather

Scattered showers and thunderstorms today with the high in the mid to upper 80's. The record for this date is 104° set in 1926, and the record low of 49° was set in 1922, according to the SIU Climatology Laboratory.
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Activities

Ivanhoe
Film Set

The School of Agriculture will hold an orientation for foreign students at 4 p.m. in the Agriculture Building. Seminar Room. Intramural softball will be played at 4 p.m. on the University field.

The Wednesday night movie, "Ivanhoe," will be shown at 9 p.m. in McAndrew Stadium. Students for a Democratic Society will meet at 7:30 p.m. in Room D of the University Center.

The Little Egypt Student Grotto will meet in Room C of the University Center at 5 p.m. The Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship will meet at 11:30 a.m. in Room C of the University Center.

The Glee Club will rehearse at 9:30 a.m. in Davis Auditorium in Wham Education Building.

The Educational Research Bureau will conduct a testing program at 7:30 a.m. in Davis Auditorium in Wham Education Building.

The Cleveland Brownies will meet at 8 a.m. in the Cleveland Brownies Club.

The Wednesday night movie, "Ivanhoe," will be shown at 9 p.m. in the Cleveland Brownies Club. The Cleveland Brownies Club will meet at 8 p.m. in Room 208 of the Home Economics Building. The Activities Programming Board will meet at 7 p.m. in Room C of the University Center.

U. N. Role in Outer Space
To Be Discussed on WSU

The role of the United Nations and its related agencies in the peaceful uses of outer space will be discussed on "Scope" at 2 p.m. today on WSU Radio. The recorded voices of astronauts John Glenn and Gherman Titov will be played.

Other programs include:


9:55 a.m. Morning Show News.

10 a.m. Pop Concert: Light classical and semiclassical music.

1 p.m. Reader's Corner: Readings from the works of famous authors.

2:15 p.m. Menu and Molecules: A weekly summary of developments in science and medicine.

7 p.m. Exploring the Child's World: "The Urban Nomad," 16-year-old Trigger lives the life of a fugitive because his pistolet-wielded little girl when he was five...

7:30 p.m. The Tragic Hero: "Contemporary Tragedy," the tragic hero in the 20th century. A study of the works of O'Neill, Miller, Williams and Beckett.

8 p.m. Georgetown Forum: National all-prominent figures discuss the major public issues of the day.

10:30 p.m. News Report.

MEL OBERMEIER HELPS A YOUNGSTER GET SET FOR A TRAIL RIDE

10 Years Without an Accident
Former Cowboy Teaches Crippled Youths To Ride Horseback at Little Grassly Camp

Ten years without a single accident is a record to be proud of, especially if most of that time has been spent teaching crippled children to ride horses.

Mel Obermeier, a former Wyoming cowboy, is the master of a 25-horse stable, one of the prime recreation resources at Southern Illinois University's Little Grassly Lake camp. He's taught children with every conceivable infirmity to ride horseback.

"Some of these kids, they say you can't teach 'em to ride," Obermeier says, in a drawl that is straight from the plains. "So we just put 'em on anyway."

"A lot of times, when you make them ride, they wind up enjoying it more than the ones who are always begging to go out."

Obermeier's life was centered around horses since he headed west-from hometown Okaville before his 21st birthday. He learned the art of the cowboy at the C Bar J and Bar-X ranches in Wyoming, and became a driver of the four-horse celebrity coach that is a feature of Cheyenne's annual Frontier Days celebrations.

For two years before joining SIU's Little Grassly Lake facilities staff in 1957, Obermeier worked as a horse-trader. He got the camp job after selling SIU its first two riding horses for Little Grassly.

He has handpicked every horse in the stable. "For our job out here," he says, "I want a middle-aged horse, 8 to 16 years old, and he's got to be gentle. He's got to be half stout, too. We get a lot of doubles." Doubles are two people, a counselor and camper, on the same mount.

Obermeier is just as choosy about the high school and college youths he hires each summer to work for him. "They should be quiet and attentive and they should like kids. They should have some 'rains' at home, too, too."

Obermeier and his family—three children, two of whom work for him—live year-round at the Little Grassly site. He doesn't own a tractor and mows the 80 acres of pastureland with a team of horses.

In winter time, Obermeier keeps busy repairing stables and saddles, and taking care of his beloved horses. During the fall term he has SIU physical education classes in horseback riding.

"The campers flood the Obermeier home with carads at Christmas and the former cowboy has been known to make a few crip's off the ranch to visit some of the wenders during the holiday season.

Welch Will Give Talk
A talk by Walter B. Welch, professor of botany, will be given at the botany seminar at 8:30 a.m. Wednesday in Lawonn Hall, Room 211.

The subject is, "The Preparation of a TV Course," describing the setting up of a televised course in Economic Botany (GSA 345), Comedy by Shaw Will Be Telecast
George Bernard Shaw's comedy, "Heartbreak House," starring Maurice Evans, Margaret Leighton, Edward Mulhare and Eileen Herlie, will be shown on "Wednesday Showcase" at 9:30 p.m. today on WSU-TV.

Other programs:

4:30 p.m. What's New: Fuels for space travel, Viet Nam folk music, and wildlife and reptiles.

5 p.m. Chimney Corner: Stories for children.

5:15 p.m. Industry on Parade.

6 p.m. Local Issue.

6:30 p.m. International Magazine.

8 p.m. Passport 8, Kingdom of the Sea: Whale hunt.
Four Commentaries on Modern Writers

**Shipwreck Furnishes A Psychological Novel**


If man is to have his Utopia, he can do so only by not sharing it with others. The obsessions, fears, dreams and desires that make each human being unique will eventually destroy the most idyllic form of society that two or more men could conceive.

All too often, the lives of the inhabitants of the shipwrecked Cassandra (the island on which the title itself is far from Utopian, it is in the manner that the title is the most comfortable, although primitive, life. Food and water and shelter are available through enterprise. The island on which they are stranded seems to be a fine place, a wait- isle.

But eventually the most insecure and the least individuals begin to turn to the paradise into an island, and the title reflects the "the richest woman in Tennessee," slowly deteriorates from a pompous fool to a somewhat demented shell. Her companion, the Baron, further the split of unity that bound the nine originally.

**Mark the Glove Boy Strikes Out the FBI**


When he was 21, Mark Harris was discharged from the navy for homosexuality. He was "disguised...by the contradiction between proclamations of democracy on the one hand, and the treatment of Negroes in the other...I couldn't ride with this contradiction emotionally. I found it too much worse than to invest in this series, and the Minnesota one, to have a compendium of literature, and generally sound is up-to-date set of literary and superlative commentaries on the western world's major writers,

When not confusing his homosexual thoughts to his diary he practices an incantation that eventually leads to his own death.

Slowly the group harmony in the group becomes discord. An American couple, Tony and Laura, arrive on their own in an attempt to seek help and possible rescue. They are driven to this act by the aloofness shown by the other seven, who are all foreigners and have a definite dislike for the "Yankies.

As each person becomes more a victim of his circumstances as well as his harmony with the people widens. Each begins to go his separate way, only to meet with a shocking fate. At the end only three are restored to the group and they all that each possessed before fate cast them into the sea.

"The barometer" is the best that describes the style of the book—a realist that structures itself first no harmony of the nine people and manages to maintain the position through the process of physical and psychological decay that affects the group.

**Poppy**

Sun-scorched poppy with your blackest heart.

Blood-splashed and shameless in the sun.

Drink dreams of opium and counterpoise.

The while your deadly subtleties compose.

So did your youth with her beauty dine

On schemes of self while Samsom swooned to her

 Concealed the knife in beauty and in wine.

Desirement scented with laudanum and myrrh.

Wain velvet-veined ecstatic pathed

Strange visions stir your charms to.

Even when you have kept the harlot's hour

And your promises evaporate.

They loved your kisses who have

But knew too frequently your sacrificial rust.
The Specialists Take Over

Moral Breakdown Is ‘Big Business’

By E. Clancery

Second of Two Articles

In my last article, I had you realize how the nation could be safeguarded, but this is only one of the complications in the moral breakdown of the country. People were going along, having a moral collapse one year and making things straighten out the next, and in the end getting along the skin of their teeth, as they always had.

But there got to be so many people that the whole thing became confused. There was a crisis in one place and maybe everywhere secure and pretty in another.

Then the newspapers took over. Up to this time the newspapers and the rabbis and the preachers had broadcast moral collapse business. They would tell the people about the scandalous going-on in some faraway place and the old ideas would say, 'That! That! That!' What in this world a-'comin' to? Now when I was a boy, there were no stopping them; everyone could see they were having a good time and would just let them tell lies about what good looking girls there were. Most of the old men would remember something. But they wouldn't say a word because they were afraid to.

Now when the newspapers got going it was different because it was their business to report what was going on in these faraway places, especially in the big city, and the worse they made it sound the more papers they would sell.

They would tell how bad it was. In Hollywood or New York or Dallas they would write right out and tell how some married couple but not married to each other was caught in flagrant decei-

The rule business was taken over by the lawyers, and since lawyers were human beings, they wrote up the laws to suit themselves, and of course, what suited the lawyers was making as much money out of the moral collapse business as they possibly could.

They invented a language that was so hard to read that only another lawyer could read it, and they disagreed among themselves about what they meant by what they had said.

To this day, lawyers have a big thing going about the meaning of what they have said. If they can find some body with enough money to back them, they will take it to court and maybe all the way to the Supreme Court of the United States.

While the lawyers made most of the money out of the moral collapse business, a state. After while the federal government said, 'Why don’t we get in on some of these racketeers for ourselves?' They created the F.B.I.

If you think some of this is told backwards, you may be right. Maybe the crime wave increased and multiplied because there were so many policemen. Some people say that if you want a crime wave because things are dull and you need some excitement, you can double the police force and right away there will be twice as much crime. These people explain everything back­wardly.

Psychiatry increases mental illness. Marriage counselors promote divorce. They point out that we hardly had any runaway teen-age marriages until we began to teach ‘Marriage and Family Living’ in the schools. There was hardly any juvenile delinquency until the sociologists and other specialists be-
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Airline Strike Talks Resume; Dims Hopes Spur Legislation

WASHINGTON (AP) — Still another bargaining session was set up Tuesday in a last-ditch effort to settle the airline strike and head off legislation. But the principals said in advance they had little hope of success.

The House Commerce Committee went ahead in its consideration of Senate-passed legislation that would order the 35,000 striking mechanics back for as much as 180 days. Chairman Harley O. Staggers, D-W, Va., summed up the group's attitude in talking with newsmen: "Not a person wants it, but they are going to vote for it and put it up to the people's representatives, the House, to decide.

A long bargaining session Monday, undertaken at committee urging with an assist from Secretary of Labor W. Willard Wirtz, left the parties unbudgeted.

Rep. Samuel H. Friedel, D-Md., made a direct and public appeal during Tuesday's hearing for another try. Friedel asked LP. Stemhiler, president of the AFL-CIO International Association of Machinists, and William J. Currie, chief negotiator for the five struck airlines, whether they were willing to get together under the committee's recess. Both said they were, and the meeting got started later in the day.

Sheriff Opposes March in Cicero

CHICAGO (AP) — The sheriff of Cook County said Tuesday he will seek "every possible legal means" to prevent a civil rights march on Cicero, scene of bitter race violence 15 years ago.

A plan to include Cicero in a series of demonstrations against alleged discrimination in housing was announced at a rally Monday night. However, other leaders on Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.'s Chicago staff said no firm plans have been made regarding the suburbs.

Sheriff Richard V. Ogilvie, in announcing his opposition to any demonstration in Cicero, said he has information that the reaction of the suburb's residents would "make Garfield Park look like a tea party."

He referred to last week's rioting in which Dr. King, chairman of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, was stoned by a jeering, cursing mob. The sheriff said he first would attempt to dissuade the King group from undertaking a Cicero march. If that failed, he said, he would apply to the courts for an injunction to prevent one.

The Vietnamese were probably emboldened by the sight of only one company. Within minutes, artillery began pounding the enemy with a total of 2,000 shells. Fighter planes roared in, and a relief force sent the attackers scurrying. The cavalrymen were in hot pursuit during the night. This action was the first real proof of the enemy's presence in the Ia Drang Valley for nearly a week, and came after constant search of the area by cavalrymen and 25th Division troopers.

The bait strategy has major disadvantages. The U.S. company but heavily. It is possible as many as 50 men were killed or wounded.

The knowledge that you are bait is nerve-racking for the soldiers.

But American commanders in Viet Nam feel compelled to use this strategy if the hidden enemy is to be smoked out.

"These days are a test of our intelligence, mobility and firepower. Our spooling actions have been successful in hitting the enemy before he has cocked his punch," Norton said.

"Just as a point man leads the way for his platoon and company, and may well be the first to get killed in an action, then a platoon and company leads the way for a battalion and a brigade," Norton said.

Norton's strategy bore fruit Monday afternoon when a North Vietnamese battalion, concealed in the Ia Drang Valley, pounced on a U.S. company.
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Americans Clash With Red Unit

SAIGON, South Viet Nam (AP)—U.S. troops pursued a battle with North Vietnamese forces in the central highlands Tuesday after killing at least 50 of the enemy and capturing large stocks of equipment.

The North Vietnamese inflicted severe casualties on a U.S. 1st Cavalry, Air Mobile, Division Monday before being hit by intense fire from artillery, planes and reinforcements about 235 miles north of Saigon. Fierce line dispatches said another 100 of the enemy may have been killed by the artillery and air blow.

This was one of three sweeps by U.S. and Marines, who were out in force in areas where the Viet Cong and the North Vietnamese are believed to be attempting buildups.

In the north, U.S. Marines hunted about 150 North Vietnamese regulars who tried to overwhelm two small Marine units just south of the demilitarized zone between North and South Viet. .

Edwards said the demilitarized zone and the central highlands from, other U.S. Marines were sweeping the Jowphi southeast of their big base at Nai Nang.

Mortar and rocket shellings were heavy Tuesday. Two crashed and burned planes lay in support of the cavalry operation. Seven others were hit and damaged just south of the demilitarized zone in support of the Marines.

Lunar Orbit Flight Postponed One Day
CAPE KENNEDY, Fla. (AP)—A radio test involving a fuel measuring system Tuesday forced a one-day postponement of a last chance to launch a Lunar Orbiter spacecraft. The spacecraft is designed to orbit the moon and photograph its backside, Surveyor I and nine potential astronaut landing areas.

In the countdown on the Atlas-Agena booster rocket progressed smoothly down to seven minutes before the planned liftoff. Then the blockhouse received some unidentifiable radio signal from a system in the rocket.

SPRINGFIELD (AP) — The Illinois Legislative Space Commission has abandoned plans to fill in two corners of the state Capitol with seven-story additions.

The group instead favored construction of a new building for the legislature—a proposal recommended by the Capital City Planning Commission.

The Space Commission directed the state architect to proceed through an associate to develop site recommendations and cost estimates of a new facility.

State Capitol Addition Plan Shelved

U. S. Envoy to Japan Asks Better Policy in Viet Nam

TOKYO (AP)—U.S. Ambassador Edwin O. Reischauer said Tuesday the United States must find a better way to handle the Vietnamese problem, based on local nationalism and "very much broader international support than we are able to muster today.”

He said in an interview with The Associated Press that he supports and will continue to support U.S. policy in Viet Nam, the situation there is "not a satisfactory one.

Reischauer has resigned from his post here to return to teaching history at Harvard University.

The root of America's difficulties in Viet Nam go back to what he called "its grave mistake" in helping French colonialism return there in 1945. Although he acknowledged the clock cannot be turned back, he said: "Let us at least beware of the future.”

He said it did not help the French to return to Indochina nor the Dutch to Indonesia.

He said that in his five years as envoy to Tokyo he has "carefully avoided ever saying anything I did not myself believe," He added that besides Viet Nam he wants to help support America's Japan policy, which he described as "100 per cent right.

On other subjects, Reischauer said:

He did not foresee a crisis similar to that of 1960 when the U.S.-Japan security treaty becomes an issue again in 1970. "I feel that long before 1970 the Japanese public will have accepted as common sense the security relationship with the United States, just as other major countries do.

It was a natural desire for Japan and the Okinawans to be received and that the United States has said as soon as the Communists menace in the Pacific is alleviated this will be done.

If Japan were Communist, this would constitute "a menace to world peace.” This is Communist China's most important single objective. However, the Japanese think we recognize that this would be "suicidal” and the prospect "is becoming more and more remote.”

$439 Million Plane Job Given to McDonnell

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Navy has awarded an additional $439 million under an existing contract to McDonnell Aircraft Corp., St. Louis, Mo., for aircraft for the Navy and Air Force.

The work is to be done in St. Louis.

Three sites were discussed: the parking lot south of the state Office Building, a location west of the state Armory, and a site east of Second Street between Monroe and Capital.

Any final plans for enlarging legislative quarters would require approval of the General Assembly.

Sen. W. Russell Arrington, R-Evanston, said the plan previously considered to build additions to the Statehouse "were not adequate" for the legislature's needs.

STILL ALL THE SMART LOOK BY BRANDY, AND THIS TIME IT'S TWO NEW FASHION COLORS: "TRADITIONAL" AND "HERALD" TEAMED UP IN SOLID COLOR TOWED RAYON AND MATCHING WOOL PLANT SWEATSHIRTS, JERSEYS AND SWEATERS. IN SIZES 1 TO 3 AND 1 TO 5.

SPORTSWEAR GIFTS

PAULINE'S
Murphysboro
Summer Baseball Season Is Success

The summer baseball season may or may not be over for Brabham, but it has been successful for the players and coach Joe Lutz. Lutz announced that the Salukis will not participate in a tournament at Parsons College, although there is a chance that some area games may still be played.

The nearly all-freshman squad picked up 23 victories against 12 losses, and had a .12-10 Midwest College Summer League record, good for runner-up spot in the standings.

St. Louis University finished dead in the standings, as the Billikens managed to win just two league games during the season.

Rich Hacker, Dick Bauch and Don Kirkland were the most consistent batsmen for SIU during the summer, with Hacker's .341 batting mark topping the field. Bauch was next with .326, followed by Kirkland with .308 in the magic mark at an even .300.

Bauch shared the lead in the runs-batted-in department with Barry O'Sullivan, each with 11 runs scored. Kevin Kettelkamp and Rick Klinger led the team in home runs, with 1-0 and 1-1 records respectively.

Kettelkamp, in 14 innings pitched, posted a 2.57 ERA and 12 strikeouts, with his record was 2-3, with an ERA of 2.68.

Reliever Tom Kettlank and Dick Bauch combined for 12 home runs, and Joe Lutz has already worked out a full program for his players and has a four-team intrasquad competition.

50 batters in 2 1/3 innings. The real strikeout artist was Skip Popovich, who sent back 58 via that route in just 47 innings of work. His record was 2-3, with an ERA of 2.68.

The Happy Helpers of Ekkville were the first victims of the A team. They were shut out 7-0.

The Midland Hills Open Classic later was deleted by the A team 7-2. A game was scheduled Tuesday in Paducah, Ky., against the Kennedy Kids. A Saturday home game is scheduled against Mill Shotts.

Prix of Germany at Adena. But Brabham came on to win the race Sunday and became the world champion driver of 1966.